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Executive Summary
The “Integrated Nature Conservation and Sustainable Resource Management” Project in the Hin NamNo
Region is supported by the German Ministry of Economic Cooperation and Development and is
managed on its behalf by GIZ and IP-Consult. The project facilitates the involvement of 22 local
communities in the co-management of the Hin NamNo National Protected Area (HNN NPA) in
Khammouane Province, Lao PDR. It is implemented by the Province and District Offices for Natural
Resources and Environment (PONRE/DONRE).
As a key incentive to involve the local population in conservation efforts the project is seeking to
support enhanced income generation and food security through the sustainable management and
marketing of selected non-timber forest products (NTFPs). In May 2013, the local Agro-Forestry
Consulting (AFC) Company was engaged by the project to train local government staff from DONRE,
PONRE, District Agriculture and Forestry Office (DAFO) District Lao Women’s Union (LWU) and local
villagers to pilot the sustainable management and marketing of NTFPs in two project target
communities (Ban Nyaveth and Ban Nong Ping). The key steps included:
Step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Activity
Analyze Potential and Shortlist NTFPs for marketing
Market Survey/Value Chain Analysis
Pilot Product Selection and Participatory Group Formation
Study Tour
NTFP Resource Inventories
Business Plan Development and Training Needs Assessment
Bamboo Handicraft Technical Trainings

Timing
May 2013
May 2013
June 2013
June 2013
June - July 2013
August 2013
September 2013

Through a short RRA, villagers shortlisted four NTFPs as having good potential for income generation
through sustainable management and marketing: (1) “Nor mai” bamboo shoots, (2) bamboo poles for
handicrafts, (3) “Khaem” Broom grass and (4) “mak tao” Sugar Palm fruits.
Market research conducted throughout Khammouane and Savannakhet Provinces suggested that there
are good marketing opportunities for bamboo handicrafts and broom grass. There is also a strong
demand for Ganoderma mushrooms (“hedlinchu”) which are found in bamboo forests. Traders for mak
tao fruits are currently not coming to the district, thus the development of marketing opportunities for
this product would require attracting traders which would need to be done in a later stage. In feedback
sessions with the villagers, broom grass was rejected due to low availability of broom grass, while
bamboo shoots were rejected due to a perceived lack of market potential. Bamboo handicrafts were
prioritized as the most promising option.
Villagers agreed to set up three bamboo weaving producer groups with 40 members (15 women) in the
two target villages. The main objectives of group formation in two villages are as follows:
1. To facilitate management, training, technical support and supervision by relevant government
authorities and project staff
2. To increase leverage of producers with traders by producing in bulk
3. To utilize economies of scale to ensure more efficient use of material inputs
Selected members of these groups participated in a study tour visiting successful bamboo handicraft
producer groups, cooperatives, traders and retailers throughout Vientiane Capital and Vientiane
Province. The main benefit of this study tour was convincing producer group members of the economic

feasibility of producing bamboo handicrafts for sale, by demonstrating market potential and creating a
better understanding of the basic techniques for handicraft production. For the district staff the main
learning point was to understand the importance of their own role in supporting local handicraft
producer groups.
In order to ascertain important baseline data for the sustainable management of bamboo, a detailed
bamboo resource inventory was conducted in the village production forests of both communities. The
inventory revealed a density of 4,117 bamboo poles per ha for the species “maiphang” (Dendrocalamus
lonoifimgriatus) in Ban Nong Ping and 9,402 bamboo poles per ha for the species “maihia”
(Cephalostachyum virgatum) in Ban Nyaveth.
This resource inventory also covered mak tao trees (Arenga westerhoutii) in one community, as the high
demand from urban centers in Laos and neighboring Thailand may create opportunities for income
generation through the sustainable management and marketing of mak tao in the future.1 The
population of trees contained sufficient younger plants to succeed older plants which will die after
fruiting. However due to the small size of the palm stand, the production potential was estimated as not
exceeding 3,600 kg per year, which is too small for sustainable commercial exploitation.
A key finding from the inventory work was that most of the valuable NTFPs seem to be collected outside
the boundaries of the HNN NPA. Resource management and livelihood improvement work outside the
NPA boundaries will be supported by the upcoming KfW-financed project. Inside the HNN NPA, villagers
seem to collect only edible “boun/san” shoots, wildlife and orchids. While the project aims to restrict
the destructive harvesting of orchids and wildlife, “boun/san” shoots are important for food security and
could be managed sustainably. In general, sustainable resource management and livelihood
improvement outside the HNN NPA may reduce pressure on the HNN NPA, while forest access rules
developed and piloted outside the HNN NPA could become a model for developing sustainable
management systems for the envisioned controlled use zones within the NPA.
Following the resource inventories, preliminary business plans were drafted in a participatory manner
for all three producer groups. These plans suggest that each handicraft producer group member could
sustainably generate between 2,4 and 6,2 million kip per year in profits from the marketing of bamboo
handicrafts. In conjunction with the resource inventory, these business plans will help form the basis for
sustainable resource management and marketing strategies.
As a next step, a technical training will be provided to enable handicraft producers to engage in
production according to the business plans. A stakeholder workshop to secure market linkages is
planned for November 2013. AFC has proposed further steps for monitoring and up-scaling the pilot
activities while engaging in similar initiatives for other NTFPs in other project target communities. For
example, AFC recommends that NTFP baseline surveys should be conducted in the dry season of 20132014 in all remaining target villages, using a similar value chain-based approach. It is estimated that such
work would take between 5-10 days per village depending on the NTFPs and local conditions. Relevant
staff from PONRE, DONRE, DAFO and the LWU who have already been involved in the pilot activities
outlined in this report should be involved in conducting these baseline surveys.
In addition, more effort could be put into assessing the relative importance of NTFP collection and
fishing within the boundaries of the HNN NPA with regards to food security. Developing sustainable use
1

Mak tao shoots are a common ingredient in Lao and Thai foods (e.g. soups and desserts), while the leaf of mak
tao are used for roofing of traditional houses.
3

systems for these products could become part of the conservation agreements in project villages on the
co-management of the biodiversity resources in the NPA.
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1 Introduction
The technical cooperation module “Integrated Nature Conservation and Sustainable Resource
Management in the Hin Nam No Region” is a 3 year project running from 11/10 – 10/13 and
implemented by the Lao PDRs’ Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment (MONRE) through its
provincial (PONRE) and district (DONRE) level offices. Financial and technical support for the project is
provided by the German Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development and is implemented by
the implementing agencies GIZ and IP-Consult.
As part of the overall objective of engaging local communities in the co-management of the Hin Nam
No National Protected Area (HNN NPA), the project is supporting the sustainable use and marketing of
non-timber forest products (NTFPs) in and around the HNN NPA. The idea is to engage local
communities in the management of natural resources in the HNN NPA by providing incentives such as
increased income generation through sustainable management and enhanced marketing of selected
natural resources. The approach is being piloted in two project target villages (Ban Nyaveth and Ban
Nong Ping) with the support of the local Agro-Forestry Consulting Company AFC.
The following report outlines the steps implemented by PONRE, DONRE, AFC, DAFO and the LWU in
support of sustainable NTFP management and marketing in the two pilot villages between May and
September of 2013 (see section 2). It also summarizes conclusions, best practices and lessons learned as
well as providing an outline of the next steps to be taken in support of the pilot communities and for
further up scaling and replication of the activities (see section 3). Forms and documents used are
attached to this report (see section 4).
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2 Implementation
2.1 Introductory Sessions, short RRA and initial product selection
In order to introduce and discuss strategies for income generation through sustainable management
and marketing of NTFPs, a joint introductory and planning workshop was held in Bualapha District on
14/05/13. The following stakeholders participated in the workshop:

Table 1: List of participant’s initial NTFP training workshop 14 May 2013
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Office/Organization
Provincial Office of Natural Resources and
Environment (PONRE)
District Office of Natural Resources and
Environment (DONRE)
District Agriculture and Forestry Office (DAFO)
District Commerce Office
Lao Womens Union
Agro-Forestry Consult (AFC)
HNN Project (IP-Consult)
Village Representatives

No. of Persons

Total:

4
5
2
2
1
2
3
4
23

Comment
Including NPA Management Unit
Head
Including DONRE head
Including DAFO Head
One woman

3 Village Chiefs and 1 Village
Cluster Head
Total: 2 women

During the workshop, DONRE and project staff gave a general overview of the situation in and around
the HNN NPA and of project activities conducted so far. AFC staff provided an overview on the NTFP
management systems development approach. Participants were trained in the application of rapid
appraisal tools. They worked in small groups to review various NTFPs as to their suitability for
sustainable management and marketing. The participants agreed to pilot implementation of NTFP
management and marketing in the target communities of Ban Nong Ping and Ban Nyaveth. The steps of
the consultant’s mission were discussed and a plan for implementation was jointly drafted.

Table 2: Agreed schedule for implementing NTFP work
Step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Planned Activities
Analyze Potential and Shortlist NTFPs for marketing
Market Survey/Value Chain Analysis
Pilot Product Selection and Participatory Group Formation
Study Tour
Selected Resource Inventories
Business Plan Development and Training Needs Assessment
Technical Trainings

Timing
May 2013
May 2013
June 2013
June 2013
June - July 2013
August 2013
September 2013
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Following the participatory workshop in Bualapha, a team of 6 district staff (DONRE, DAFO and LWU), 1
PONRE staff and the advisors/consultants traveled to the pilot target communities of Ban Nong Ping
(15/05/13) and Ban Nyaveth(16/05/13) to hold village meetings to discuss villagers’ interest and
shortlist NTFPs with good potential for piloting sustainable management and marketing. Interest in both
villages was high, with over 50 persons (roughly 30 women) attending in Ban Nong Ping and about 20
attending in Ban Nyaveth (roughly 10 women).
The AFC consultants introduced the NTFP implementation plan and showed a video about a handicraft
producer group in Vientiane Province. Villagers then split into men and women’s’ working groups. Each
group reviewed the top 10 products they had ranked as most important during earlier PRA studies (see
reports by J. Foppes 11/2011 and P-D. Lutz 02/2012). They ranked these products in terms of their
viability for raising income, using criteria such as market demand, social importance (how many people
are involved), technical feasibility and environmental feasibility.
The outcome of this exercise in each village is represented in the tables below. Villagers selected
bamboo shoots and bamboo-weaving handicrafts as products with good marketing potential. They also
gave high ranks to orchids, but promoting their sale is not compatible with the project objective of
conserving biodiversity. There could be some merit in exploring a project aimed at cultivating orchids,
but this would be a long term exercise. For now, other products were shortlisted, including “khaem”
broom grass, cardamom (mak naeng), mak tao fruits (ArengawesterhoutiiGriff) and rattan canes.

Table 3: Prioritizing NTFPs for management, Ban Nong Ping village
Product

Women’s score

Men’s score

Bamboo shoots*

42

34

76

1.

1.

1.

Bamboo poles*

24

34

58

2.

1.

2.

DokPheung(Orchids)

18

30

48

3.

2.

3.

Khaem (broomgrass)*

18

8

26

3.

3.

4.

Rattan canes*

5

8

13

5.

3.

5.

mak tao palm fruits*

2

6

8

7.

4.

6.

Rattan shoots

7

0

7

4.

6.

7.

Boun/san shoots

3

2

5

6.

5.

8.

Cardamom

2

2

4

7.

5.

9.

Kheuahaem

0

2

2

8.

5.

10.

121

126**

247

Total

Total score

Women’s rank

Men’s rank

Overall rank

*) Products shortlisted for market development
**) Original scores totaled 68, values were doubled to be more comparable to women’s.

Table 4: Prioritizing NTFPs for management in Ban Nyaveth village.
Product

Women’s score

Men’s score

Total score

Women’s rank

Men’s rank

Overall rank

Bamboo poles*

40

18

58

1

2

1

Khaem broom grass*

15

14

29

2

4

2

Mak tao palm fruits*

10

16

26

3

3

3

Bamboo shoots*

15

10

25

2

4

10

Cardamom*

22

22

1

5

Boun/san shoots

5

6

11

4

5

6

Kisi resin

5

6

11

4

5

7

Total

90**

92**

182

*) Products shortlisted for market development
**) Original scores totaled 18 for the women’s group and 43 for the men’s group. To make them comparable,
women’s scores were multiplied by 5 and men’s scores by 2.

Following the village-level meetings the team reviewed its findings during a short wrap-up meeting in
Bualapha district. Comparing the results from the two villages, four NTFPs were shortlisted:

Table 5: Final short listing of NTFPs for management
Product

Nong Ping

Nyaveth

Nong Ping

Nyaveth

Total

Final

Rank

Rank

Score

Score

Score

Rank

Bamboo shoots for eating

2

1

9

10

19

1

Bamboo Poles for Handicrafts

1

4

10

7

17

2

Broom grass

3

2

8

9

17

2

Mak tao Palm Fruits

5

3

6

8

14

3

Vai (rattan canes)

4

7

4

6

5

Cardamom

7
5

6

It was agreed that pilot activities in support of NTFP management and marketing could focus on (1)
bamboo shoots (2) bamboo poles (3) broom grass and (4) mak tao fruits. In addition, the following
general observations were made:
•

It was noted that villagers seem to collect most of their NTFPs in areas relatively close to the
villages, outside of the boundary of the HNN NPA. This is an important observation. The difficult
terrain seems to be deterring villagers from entering the HNN NPA as long as it is easier to collect
NTFPs outside. Therefore there is justification for supporting sustainable NTFP management
systems even if these are collected outside of the boundaries of the HNN NPA. Such systems would
not only improve livelihoods and motivate villagers to take an interest in managing biodiversity
resources. They may also reduce potential pressure on the HNN NPA. Forest access rules developed
and piloted outside the HNN NPA may also become a model for developing sustainable
management systems for the envisioned controlled use zones within the NPA.

•

There seems to be a difference in the wealth levels between the two pilot villages. In Ban Nong
Ping there are structural rice shortages, a greater level of poverty and less experience in
“entrepreneurship”. Nyaveth village is relatively more prosperous with less rice shortages and
some people already engaged in basic trading activity. From this, it would seem that the conditions
for NTFP management and marketing are perhaps better in Nyaveth. The team agreed to further
monitor and take into consideration these differences during implementation.
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Fig 1: Left: Introductory Workshop Participants in Bualapha; Right: Ladies in Ban Nong Ping prioritizing NTFPS

2.2 Market Research
Following the workshop and village meetings, the AFC consultant team joined with PONRE, DONRE and
LWU staff to conduct a market survey and value chain analysis in various locations throughout
Khammouane Province and the neighboring province of Savannakhet. The aim was to gather
information from traders and retailers concerning the market potential for the four NTFPs prioritized by
the villagers, in order to narrow down options and select 1-2 products for management and marketing.
On 23/05/13 a training workshop was held to build government staff capacity with regards to market
survey skills, as well as to prepare questionnaires and itineraries for the market survey. In total, 6 district
level staff (2 LWU, 4 DONRE) and 2 PONRE staff joined.
On 24/05/13 the team went to Thakhek market (Khammouane provincial market) to interview NTFP
traders. This was intended both to gain information and for government staff to practice using the
questionnaires under supervision of AFC staff. It was observed that two out of four shortlisted NTFPs are
traded in the market; brooms and bamboo handicrafts. The traders said that there are middlemen
selling NTFP products to them. These people are from many places around Khammuane as well as other
provinces such as Bolikhamsay and Savannakhet. Some of the bamboo handicrafts are from as far as
Phonhong district, Vientiane Province.
After the joint survey in Thakhek, two teams were formed; one team heading out to interview NTFP
traders and retailers in Khammouane Province and a second team covering Savannakhet Province.
On 25/05/13 the Khammouane team went toNongbok District. They observed and interviewed broom
producers in Ban Dongkasinh where many households produce brooms for Vietnamese and Thai traders
who export the brooms to their countries. The survey team found that the traders provide broomgrass
and some materials for production to the producers. When the traders collect the products, they
calculate the total price and deduct the inputs given to the producers. The price of each broom is 5,000
Kip, of which the producers get 2,000 to 3,000 Kip.
The Savannakhet team visited the ODOP (One District One Product) handicraft shop in Savannakhet
District. This shop is frequented by Thai tour groups, which account for the bulk of the sales volume. A
large variety of bamboo weaving products is on sale, most of them produced in Vientiane and
surroundings. Significantly, traditional Lao household items such as sticky rice baskets are in high
demand from Thai tourists (esp. ethnic Lao from Isaarn) and sell for comparatively high prices (2080,000 kip). The basic skills needed to make these products are widespread in rural Laos; providing
sticky rice baskets to ODOP may be an opportunity for producers in the two pilot villages. The ODOP
12

shop proprietor was certainly interested in exploring options to diversify her supply of bamboo
handicrafts. She did stress, however, that quality, standardization and reliability of supply are of utmost
importance
On 26/05/13 the Khammouane team went to Mahaxay District. The team found that all retailers buy
brooms and bamboo products from Thakhek. There is only onelady who produce bamboo furniture. She
told the team that she was among several persons who received training from a bamboo producer from
Santhong district, Vientiane Capital 2 years ago. The other trainees had since given up furniture
production so that at present only her family produces bamboo furniture in Mahaxay. The demand is
high, but her family has limited capacity to produce in a large quantity.
The Savannakhet team visited Vilabouli District. According to previous research (see Lutz 11/2011) some
of the NTFPs traded out of Bualapha and the project target area are traded out to Vietnam through
Vietnamese traders located in Vilabouli. The team followed up on these leads, and talked with several
Vietnamese traders. Initially, they were somewhat reluctant to engage the team, but eventually the
team was able to obtain some information, especially on het linjue (Ganoderma) mushrooms, which are
in high demand and are sold at very high prices in Vietnam and China. There is some supply of these
mushrooms in the pilot village area, perhaps providing an opportunity for income generation.
On 27/05/13 the Khammouane team went to Nyommalad District. They found one family producing
brooms. However, they produce only occasionally and depend heavily on the highly seasonal availability
of broom grass. The Savannakhet team interviewed bamboo retailers and traders in Sepon District.
On 28/05/13broomgrass traders in Bualapha were interviewed. It was found that the broom grass
traders in Bualapha have minimal trading since 2012. This is due to outside traders fixing prices and
purchasing in bulk directly from collectors with the acquiescence of local authorities. Bualapha district
has only one broom producer, Ms. Onsee, Head of Bualapha LWU (and part of the survey team).With
regards to mak tao and cardamom, at the time of the survey none of the traders interviewed said they
were trading in these items. Most noted that dwindling supply in recent years had made these NTFPs
unviable.

Fig 2: Left: LWU and DONRE staff surveying a handicraft shop in Savannakhet. Right: LWU and DONRE staff
interviewing a trader in Mahaxay.
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2.3 Value Chain Analysis
Following the field survey trips, the teams reassembled in Thakhek on 29/05/13 to discuss the findings
and their implications for the general implementation process. A brief general SWOT Analysis revealed
the following:

Table 6: SWOT Analysis of NTFP value chains from Bualapha district
Strengths

Weaknesses

-

-

-

Plenty of resources
(e.g.
bamboo)
available locally
Villagers have a lot of
available time
Some villagers already
have basic bamboo
weaving skills
Strong
cross-border
demand for sticky rice
baskets from Thailand
in Savannakhet

-

Villagers
lack experience with
commercial
handicraft
production
Subsistence
mentality hinders
entrepreneurship
Lack
of infrastructure for
marketing

Opportunities
Tourism
Development in the
area may provide a
good market for
souvenirs
Financial
and
technical support
from the project
Local
demand
identified
in
Bualapha

Threats
- Reluctance of traders to enter
the area in rainy season
- Competition from large scale
producers in Khammouane
and
from
neighboring
provinces
- Traders need good reliability
and
standardization
of
produce
- Unsustainable
harvesting
leading to declining supply
and less interest from traders

Furthermore, the team identified basic conditions that would need to be met in order for the pilot
communities to generate sustainable income from NTFPs. These included:
•
•
•
•
•

Produce have marketing potential, i.e. enough demand and/or market shares able to be
acquired
Resources must be available and managed sustainably
Reliable access for traders must be possible (at the very least throughout the dry season)
Ideally, produce should be able to be marketed year-round, allowing villagers to (at least in the
initial phases) combine income generation and marketing with vital subsistence activities
Mechanisms to ensure that marketing of resources does not endanger the biodiversity in the
HNN NPA must be developed and put into place

Fig 3: DONRE and LWU staff make Value Chain Maps during the market research summary workshop
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Based on the results of the market survey, value chains were drawn up for the most promising products,
including broomgrass and bamboo handicrafts, especially sticky rice baskets (see below).
Figure 4: Value chain for Sticky Rice Baskets

Figure 5: Value Chain for Broom Grass

The participating government staff identified and discussed the capacities they felt they had developed
as part of the activity. In particular, they identified the following as key lessons learned:
•
•
•
•

Learning about NTFP trade networking and marketing mechanism.
Learning about designing, implementing and evaluating market surveys
Learning about interviewing techniques and data collection
Gaining new experiences, seeing new places

•

Learning about market value chain analysis and understanding the “journey” of a product from
the original collector/grower/producer to the final consumer
Having the opportunity to practically applying knowledge and skills
Identifying and using market-based selection criteria for short-listing products
Learning that when conducting field studies, spontaneity and creativity is important and that
simply following forms (e.g. questionnaires) is not always suitable
Experiencing teamwork management, conflict management and solving issues in a team

•
•
•
•

Overall, the following conclusions were reached by the team:
•

Markets for both broom grass and bamboo are well-developed in Khammouane, with strong
market/trade networks both to and from the south (Pakse and Savannkhet) and the north
(Vientiane capital, Vientiane Province and Bolikhamsay). Furthermore, within Khammouane
province, the harvesting, processing and trading of broom grass, brooms, and bamboo products
are practiced widely. Souksomboun Market is a major center for the trade in brooms and
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broom grass. At the same time, traders report that they do not have enough supplies for serving
the local, provincial and export markets (Thailand and Vietnam).
•

For broom grass or brooms, Vietnam and Thailand have high demand but with different product
specifications. In Vietnam market demand is mainly for traditional brooms with natural broom
grass materials and without additional processing (conservative market) while in Thailand, the
market demand is higher for more “modern” form of brooms with plastic handle and/or
bamboo handle. The cost and price of the both styles are not much different but the amount of
broom grass to make modern (Thai) style brooms is less than traditional (Vietnam) style.

•

In Mahaxay district, the CIDSE organization has a program to support villagers to produce
bamboo furniture. However, it seems the project has not been successful, mainly because they
did not carry out market research in the initial stages of implementation. The informant
reported that the program did not have market information for them. They just trained villagers
and asked them to sell in the market. The informant is a government staff working with the
project. Her family produces bamboo table sets and shelves for district market and a few annual
events.

•

Generally, traders and retailers in Bualapha have limited market information. Also, it is reported
that the broom grass traders from other districts (competitors) come to collect broom grass in
Bualapha district. They buy directly from villagers without paying any form of taxes and other
duties. This has discouraged broom grass traders in Bualapha district. All of them report that
they might have to quit the trade because it is not worth investing in the trade.

•

Linking NTFP marketing with tourism development may be a wise option for this program.
Though developing such linkages take time and depend on the overall development of tourism
in Bualapha, the project should consider the making of souvenirs and small articles such as key
chains, photo frames, and so on. Villagers could gain income from making massage sticks,
bookmarks and other products made from broom grass and/or bamboo. Thus villagers may be
able to penetrate the tourism market with niche and high-value handmade products and
souvenirs.

•

The demand from Vietnamese traders in Vilabouli for Ganoderma mushrooms (het linjue) is high
and prices are good (up to 400,000 kip per kg). These mushrooms are used in traditional Chinese
medicine and can sell for several hundred dollars per kg in China. They are available in limited
quantities in the vicinity of the pilot village of Ban Nong Ping, and are sold by villagers there to
itinerant traders for around 50,000 kip per kg. Perhaps there is an opportunity for enhanced
income generation here.

•

Demand for traditional Lao handicrafts such as sticky rice baskets and rice steaming baskets
(“huadkhao”) is very high and stable at the large ODOP handicraft shop in Savannakhet, mainly
due to the high number of Isaarn-Thai (ethnic Lao) visitors to that shop. At the moment all the
produce sold at ODOP is sourced from Vientiane and surroundings. However, the shops
proprietor has expressed interest in diversifying her supply of bamboo handicrafts. She stressed
the need to ensure reliable supply of high-quality and standardized produce, which would in
turn require intensive technical training in the pilot communities.

•

Mak tao and Chinese Cardamom (Mak Naeng) have limited information since the trade is very
limited and most traders seem to have stopped collecting these products in recent years.
However, it is necessary to study mak tao because it is highly used in traditional food in many
restaurants in cities such as Vientiane Capital, LuangPrabang, Savannakhet and Pakse and above
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all in Thailand. A further study on maktao value chains may shed light on the potential for
income generation for HNN project target villages.

2.4 Group Formation
As a result of the market research survey, broom grass and bamboo handicrafts (sticky rice baskets,
‘huat’ etc.) were singled out as having the greatest potential for marketing. To enable market-oriented
production, “producer groups” were formed in the two pilot communities of Ban Nyaveth and Ban Nong
Ping. To this end, a further consultant team from AFC consisting of 4 persons (2 women) was engaged to
work with district level staff and the two communities from 02/06/13 – 07/06/13.
On 03/06/13 a district level training workshop was held for selected staff from DONRE (4 persons) and
LWU (2 persons).2 Topics covered included:
•
•
•

The importance and advantages of producer group formation (economies of scale, greater
leverage with traders etc.)
Important things to consider when forming groups (inter-group dynamics, gender etc.)
Discussion and refinement of a draft set of producer group rules and regulations

Following the training workshop, AFC consultants and district staff split up into two teams to work on
producer group formation in the two target communities of Ban Nong Ping and Ban Nyaveth. From
04/06/13 to 06/06/13, the teams were working at village level. Work conducted included:
•
•

•

A short report by district staff on the results of the market research survey, highlighting the
market potential of bamboo handicrafts and broom grass
Group formation; 18 villagers (5 women) in Ban Nyaveth formed 1 bamboo weaving producer
group;3 20 villagers (10 women) in Ban Nong Pingformed 2 bamboo weaving groups in Ban Nong
Ping (10 persons per group). In both villages, there was little to no interest in forming broom
grass/broom-making producer groups.
Selection of producer group committees for all three groups; several group members in both
villages volunteered to stand for election for the 3-person committee of their respective groups.
Villagers voted in a secret ballot for the 3 committee members (1 group leader and 2 deputies,
minimum 1 woman per committee). The following persons were selected to their respective
committees:
o
o
o

Ban Nyaveth bamboo weavers group 1: Mr. Bingkeo (group leader), 2. Mrs. Saysamone
(Deputy 1), Mr. Lang (Deputy 2)
Ban Nong Ping bamboo weavers group 1: Mr. God (group leader), Mrs. Da (Deputy 1),
Mr. Dtuan (Deputy 2)
Ban Nong Ping bamboo weavers group 2: Mrs. Bunsuan (group leader), Mrs. Nuandee
(Deputy 1), Mr. Tong (Deputy 2)

2

For certain activities, selected technical staff from the Bualapha DAFO forestry unit were involved (e.g. for the
resource inventory, see below). However, overall ownership and management of the pilot activities is the
responsibility of DONRE and the LWU.
3
Later, two further persons (both male) joined the Ban Nyaveth group, bringing total membership to 20.
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•

•

These persons will be responsible for facilitating and managing their groups (e.g. budget,
production quotas, chairing group meetings etc.). The committee members are the key contact
persons and first port-of-call for group members, traders and relevant government authorities.
Participatory drafting of rules and regulations for the producer groups; using a draft set of rules
provided by AFC based on their experience in Vientiane province as guide, the teams engaged
villagers in discussions on a set of rules and regulations for their respective producer groups.
Rules and regulations for all three groups were agreed upon and submitted to the Bualapha
district administration for official approval.

A total of 3 producer groups with 40 members (15 women) were formed in the two project
target communities of Ban Nong Ping and Ban Nyaveth (for a detailed list of members, see Appendix).
All groups are mixed, both in terms of gender and level of experience, with complete beginners joining
alongside experienced bamboo weavers. In addition, the following observations were made:
•

Many villagers were rather skeptical with regards to the potential for income generation
through bamboo handicraft sales. Reports from the market research as well as audio-visual
presentations of previous AFC work in set up sustainable village-level producer groups and
market linkages went a long way towards addressing these concerns. However, many group
members still lacked confidence in the marketability of their produce, particularly with regards
to quality, market access and market demand.

•

Group members reaffirmed that bamboo supply is abundant in their respective village
production forests outside of the HNN NPA, and that they would prefer to gather bamboo from
there, both for reasons of convenience of access and because of fears that collecting bamboo
inside the HNN NPA may lead to problems with local authorities (as zoning and controlled-use
regulations are not yet clear).

•

Villagers justified their lack of enthusiasm for pursuing broom grass/broom production by the
relatively limited amount of broom grass available in their area, and by the fact that the product
is highly seasonal, with processing and marketing usually taking place in the months of JanuaryMarch only. In both villages, bamboo handicraft production was seen as having greater potential
for sustainable, year-round marketing. According to previous research (see Lutz 2012) the
potential for broo mgrass may be higher in other project target areas (such as the Nongma
cluster).

•

District level staff from two departments (DONRE and LWU) had the opportunity to build their
capacity and gain hands-on experience in setting up and organizing village-level producer
groups. The skills and knowledge acquired can be applied in a number of different settings, and
may thus help strengthen the overall management of the Hin Nam No NPA.
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Fig 6: Left: Group members standing for election to the committee in Ban Nyaveth introduce themselves.
Right: Bualapha LWU staff Mrs. Kunma explains the voting procedure to a lady in Ban Nong Ping

2.5 Study Tour
To build the confidence and capacity of producer group members in the two pilot communities, a study
tour to visit successful handicraft producer groups in Vientiane Capital and Vientiane Province was
conducted between 17/06/13 and 22/06/13. Two members of each producer group committee (1 male,
1 female) joined the study tour, along with selected staff from DONRE, PONRE and the LWU. In detail,
the schedule of the study tour was as follows:
18/06/13
Participants traveled to Vientiane, where an introductory meeting was held at AFC Offices. AFC study
tour coordinator Mrs. Khamdy Keovilai joined the group before travelling on Sangthong District.
19/06/13
Participants were joined by Mrs. Sompong Sonebaykham from the Sangthong District LWU and traveled
to the Ban Kokha border-crossing point to observe the vibrant small-scale cross border trade in
handicrafts and foodstuffs between Sanghtong District and Ampere Sangkhom across the Mekong river
in Thailand. At the boat landing in Ban Kokhe the group was met by Mr. Khammueang Keokong Meang,
deputy head of the bamboo traders association (BTA). Mr. Khammeang explained the organizational
structure, history and functioning of the Sangthong handicraft cooperative in detail. The cooperative
brings together several hundred handicraft producers from 15 villages throughout the district. The
majority of members are women. Villagers were particularly interested to hear about market demand
and tailoring production towards market needs, as well as about the compatibility of market-oriented
production with subsistence activities. They were surprised to learn that in recent years some
cooperative members have chosen to focus on handicraft production and marketing as their main
occupation, renting out their rice fields to others for planting. At the same time, Mr. Khammeang
stressed that the mentality shift from subsistence agriculture to commercial production was a long and
sometimes difficult process for many cooperative members, and that villagers should be patient and
willing to accept setbacks in the initial stages.
Following the visit to the Ban Kokhae border crossing, participants traveled on to the village of Ban
Huayhang in Sangthong district to meet with Mr. Kamman Vilavong, the head of the Huayhang bamboo
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furniture producer group. Formed in 2008, the group consists of 13 persons (12 women) producing
bamboo handicrafts and furniture for sale both domestically and across the border to Thailand. Mr.
Kamman explained that on average, the group members are earning more than 10 million kip per year
from handicraft production, with some group members working full-time and making over 17 million kip
annually.4 He outlined in detail the production process for several furniture items (chairs, tables),
including the initial costs for tools, quality requirements, selection and preparation of bamboo and
assembly. Villagers were very interested in these details and lively discussions ensued during a brief tour
of Mr. Kammans’ workshop and bamboo processing facilities. Importantly, Mr. Kamman also stressed
the importance of managing bamboo resources, stressing that great emphasis is placed on all members
respecting agreed harvesting quotas to ensure sustainable supply.
Participants then travelled on to the village of Ban Nabpo, where they were met by Mr. Khamla, head of
the village furniture producer group and Mr. Khong, furniture producer and technical trainer. Six
households in Ban Nabpo are members of the group; their average income from sales of chairs and
tables is around 15 million kip. As in Ban Huayhang, participants showed great interest in the technical
details involved in the production of the various items.
In the afternoon, participants visited the nearby village of Ban Namieng, where two further families are
active producing furniture for the Sangthong cooperative. Here participants learned that when group
formation was initiated in Ban Namieng in 2007 many families were interested in forming a producer
group to join the cooperative, but in the end only two had the diligence and persistence to stick with it.
The families in Ban Namieng stressed the importance of a good work ethic and being a reliable producer
for the market.
From Ban Namieng, the participants traveled on to Phonhong District in Vientiane Province and stayed
overnight there.
20/06/13
In the morning, local bamboo trader and AFC consultant Mrs. Thongduean organized a get-together
session for participants and 19 members of the Ban Phonxong bamboo weaving group. The Ban
Phonxong group provides a good example of a community that has come together to make efficient use
of economies of scale by specializing in mass production of a limited range of products (mainly sticky
rice baskets in various forms) for wholesale. On average, producers make 2 baskets a day, totaling about
200 per week for the group.
The informal setting of the get-together at Mrs. Thongdueang Keomanys’ home created a comfortable
atmosphere in which participants could engage in casual discussions with individual producers. This was
highly beneficial in letting those participants that had thus far been reluctant to speak out in more
formal meetings ask specific questions on issues of importance to them. Again, villagers were most
interested in hearing about and observing new weaving techniques.

4

AFC is currently in the process of analyzing the production costs for handicraft producers in Sangthong district.
Results, which will shed light on profit margins, are expected to be available in 2014.
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Fig 7 (from left to right): Participants observe a bamboo drying oven in Ban Huayhang; participants discuss with
bamboo furniture producers in Ban Namieng

After lunch, the participants continued on to Ban Nalongkoun in Thalath district of Vientiane Province. A
further get-together with local bamboo weavers was held at the local temple in the sub-village of Ban
Nanyang. Village Chief Mr. Kankam explained the organization and history of the producer group.
Significantly, Mr. Kankam mentioned that one of the major challenges faced by the group is fluctuating
market demand. During group formation, villagers in Ban Nyaveth and Ban Nong Ping had viewed lack of
a stable market in Bualapha district as one of their main constraints; participants were thus eager to
hear how the group copes with fluctuating demand. Deputy producer group leader Mrs. Bouathong led
a demonstration of weaving techniques and invited participants to mingle with the 5 group members
present. This again gave ample opportunity for questions to be asked in one-on-one or small group
discussions. Some participants even received a hands-on training in new weaving techniques.
Before traveling on to Vientiane Capital, participants briefly stopped by the wholesale handicraft shop of
Mr. Chanexay Nolasin to gather some information about marketing and transport. In Vientiane, several
retail handicraft shops along Kouvieng Road were visited. Here, some participants expressed surprise at
the discrepancy between the producer, wholesale and retail prices of the bamboo products. Value
chains and the importance of factoring in transport costs were explained and clarified.
21/06/13
During a wrap-up meeting held at AFC Offices in Vientiane, participants were encouraged to reflect on
their experiences during the course of the study tour. All were very happy to have participated and
viewed the tour as a valuable learning experience; the participating villagers in particular noted that the
trip had greatly broadened their horizon and understanding of production and marketing of handicrafts.
Some government staff members noted the limited capacity and funding of relevant district offices such
as the LWU as a key factor inhibiting the development of market-oriented production in HNN project
target villages and Bualapha district in general. They requested the continued support of the HNN
project to ensure that adequate assistance can be provided to help the burgeoning handicraft producer
groups in Ban Nong Ping and Ban Nyaveth become successful and sustainable.5 Following the wrap-up
meeting and a joint lunch with AFC staff, participants returned to Thakhek.
5

Bualapha district has been identified as one of the 47 poorest districts in the country by the government of the
Lao PDR. It thus has priority status under the current National Socio-Economic Development Plan for the allocation
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Fig 8(from left to right): Scene from the get-together with bamboo weavers in Ban Phonsong; Mrs. Nuandee
gets a practical lesson in bamboo weaving from a producer group member

Conclusions on lessons learned from the study tour
Overall the study tour may be considered very successful. Observing and discussing with handicraft
producers and traders from villages not unlike their own greatly increased the confidence of villagers in
their ability to produce and market bamboo-based handicrafts and furniture (“if they can do it, so can
we!”). This is especially important considering that during the group formation stage skepticism
regarding the feasibility of market-oriented production was widespread among villagers. In particular:
•

•

•

•
•

participants were able to observe and practice bamboo weaving techniques and had
ample opportunities to ask questions and learn directly from experienced and skilled
producers
participants have now observed and understood the entire bamboo handicraft value
chain, from harvesting and preparing the bamboo, to producing and finishing-off the
goods, to wholesale (and export) all the way up to the final retailer
participants have learned that the shift from subsistence/household-use production to
marketing is not easy and requires patience and dedication, yet they were a lot less
intimidated by the process than at the beginning of the trip
participants learned about the importance of managing resources sustainably to ensure
sustainable production and marketing
participating government staff were able to learn more about the crucial role that
government agencies (especially the LWU) can play in providing support to village-level
producer groups

of government finances and resources to support livelihood improvement. Perhaps such resources could be
tapped into to help local authorities ensure sustainability after project support ends.
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2.6 Resource Inventory
As a next step in the piloting of sustainable NTFP management and marketing, a detailed resource
inventory of available bamboo was conducted in the two pilot communities. In addition, data was
collected on mak tao fruits. Mak tao was shortlisted by the villagers in Ban Nyaveth during the initial
data collection and the high demand for these fruits in urban centers in Laos and especially in Thailand
may provide opportunities for enhanced income generation in the future. The main aim of the inventory
was to gather baseline data on location, availability and characteristics of the two NTFPs. This
information will be needed to set up sustainable management and marketing plans.
Mr. Sounthone Ketpanh from the Forestry Research Centre (FRC) at the National Agriculture and
Forestry Research Institute (NAFRI) in Vientiane was engaged by AFC to provide capacity building to the
relevant district and provincial level technical staff as well as to provide in-field guidance and monitoring
during the actual survey.
A detailed technical training on inventory methods was held in Bualapha District. It was implemented by
a team consisting of 3 AFC field staff, the IP-Consult advisor, 3 DONRE staff, 2 DAFO Forestry Unit staff
and 2 PONRE staff. Due to the difficult road conditions in the rainy season, villagers from the two pilot
communities were unfortunately unable to attend the training.
The contents of the training were twofold. Firstly, Mr. Sounthone provided a general introduction to
NTFPs, focusing on target NTFPs such as bamboo and mak tao. The participants learned about the
habitat and key characteristics of various types of bamboo and mak tao. Secondly, technical
methodologies for conducting resource inventories were introduced and discussed, e.g. how to
determine and set up a transect line, or how to extrapolate representative averages from transectbased data.
Following the training, the team worked with villagers in both pilot communities to collect basic
information on current supply and use of the two NTFPs, as well as to conduct a preliminary mapping of
bamboo and mak tao collection areas in production forests near the villages.

Fig 9 (from left to right): Scene from the technical training; participatory mapping of NTFP collection areas in Ban
Nong Ping

The data collected suggested that in Ban Nong Ping, there is a lot of bamboo of the Mai Phang type in
the production forest in the vicinity of the HNN NPA boundary. In Ban Nyaveth, areas rich in bamboo of
the “Mai Hia” type were identified, along with a mak tao forest. As expected, cardamom and broom
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grass were not reported in any significant amounts in either village. Villagers told the inventory team
that these two NTFPs cannot be used sustainably for commercial purposes due to the low volume.
The outcomes of both the technical training and participatory analysis at village level were satisfactory.
Technical staff members learned how to design an inventory survey, identify survey objectives, use
inventory tables, read aerial photographic maps and correctly identify forest types, which is very useful
for inventory planning. They were also refreshed on the use of compass and GPS systems.
At village level, the inventory team clearly explained the objectives of the inventory. The villagers not
only shared their local knowledge, but also participated actively in the inventory field work. There were
10 villagers involve in the inventory; they thus received valuable “on the job” training working on the
transect lines and boundary identification techniques. The outcomes of the inventory in the two target
villages are outlined below:
•

•

In Ban Nong Ping, the team surveyed 100 ha of “Mai Phang” bamboo. The inventory took 3% of
the total village production forest area, or 3 ha and with the area of 40 m x 750 m. In total, the
team spent about 3 days surveying in the production forest, often maneuvering through difficult
terrain under rainy conditions. The gathered data was analyzed and allowed the team to draw
the following conclusions:
•

In the Ban Nong Ping production forest area the average number of bamboos is 125
clumps of bamboo per ha, with an average of about 33 bamboo poles per clump,
equating to roughly 4,117 poles per ha.

•

The average length of the poles is 15 m (of which 10 m can be used). Average inter-node
length is 90 cm. Average circumference is 21 cm and the thickness is 2.3 mm.

In Ban Nyaveth, the team surveyed 100 ha of “Mai Hia” bamboo forest along a transect line of
40m x 750m. The inventory took 3% of the total village production forest area and took about 2
½ days.
•

In 1 ha, the average number of bamboo is 181 clumps per ha and 9,402 poles per ha.

•

The average length of the poles is 8.7 m (5 m can be used). Average inter-node length is
47 cm. Average circumference is 11 cm with 1 mm in thickness.

Some notes on the sustainability of bamboo harvesting:
•

For shoot harvesting: for bamboo in general, 1/3 of the total shoots production could be
harvested for commercial production. However, a detailed set of rules outlining harvesting
seasons and criteria would have to be set up. Such work could be supported by technical experts
from NAFRI, PAFO and PONRE (ref: IUCN/DoF/NAFRI, 2000, bitter bamboo shoot harvesting, Ban
Nampheng, Namo District, Oudomxay Province).

•

For cane harvesting: 60% of canes older than 3 years; 30% of canes of 2 years old and 10% of 1
year old could be harvested sustainably.

•

Cutting method: the cane of 3 or more years age could be cut at ground level without disturbing
the new shoots in the next season. 1-2 year old canes should be cut at the level of the 3rd internode in order to allow the remaining trunks to give new shoots in the next season.

•

In Ban Nyaveth, the team spent 1 day surveying the mak tao forest. They covered 4800 m2 (3%
of the total 3.6 ha area). As mak tao trees are usually found on steep inclines along streams, the
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terrain covered was extremely difficult (see below, Fig 11). It was found that per 1 ha, there are
roughly 300 trees. However, only about 60 trees/ha can produce fruits. At the time of survey,
about 12 trees/ha can produce fruits. Of these, one tree contains an average of 2 bunches of
mak tao fruits. On average, one bunch can produce 50 kg of seeds. Therefore, it can be
estimated that in the area, there are 12 trees with 24 bunches, which can produce 1,200 kg. In
the total area of 3.6 ha, the yield of mak tao would not exceed 3,600 kg/year.
Some notes on the sustainability of mak tao harvesting:
•

According to research the mak tao tree generally flowers and fruits from age 13 to 15 years,
after which it usually dies. In general, the life cycle of a mak tao tree may be divided into the
following classes:
Class 1: also known as “mature I” – mak tao trees bearing bunches of fruit from the middle of
the trunk up to the top
Class 2: known as “mature II” – mak tao trees bearing bunches mainly below from the middle of
the trunk (there may be a few isolated bunches above the middle of the trunk). This class is
older than the class I
Class 3: known as “premature” – mak tao trees with the same height as class I & II, but not
bearing bunches, these trees have a trunk height of about 5 m measuring from the under
remaining first leaf petiole to the ground level
Class 4: known as “juvenile” – mak tao trees with a trunk height ranging from 5 m to 1m
Class 5: known as “wildling” – young mak tao trees that have a trunk height of less than 1m

•
•

Fruits collection: all bunches of mature fruits would be harvested for economic reason. Not
allow to cut down the mak tao plants. Quota could be granted as production capacity.
The “wildlings” (Class 5) are very vulnerable to be cut for shoots consumption or for market
destination as happen in many areas. Local rule needs to be set up to prevent this sustainability.
(IF YOU COULD PLEASE CLARIFY HERE JOOST)

The data collected during the inventory were analyzed in detail by Mr. Sounthone Ketpanh (see Lao
language report) and will form the baseline for sustainable harvesting and management plans for
bamboo and mak tao in Ban Nong Ping and Ban Nyaveth. Work between AFC staff, technical staff and
participating villagers was harmonious, goal-oriented and mutually beneficial.
After the training and the inventory, it can be observed that the survey team members can plan, design,
implement and draw basic conclusions from resource inventory. They can summarize the inventory
data, do basic analysis based on the data gathered in the field. The villagers in both target communities
have acquired basic inventory skills and are able to cooperate well with the inventory technicians. In this
regard, they may become valuable models for villagers in other target communities in the future.
One other important lesson learned from this exercise was that all the NTFP source areas for bamboo
and mak tao were located outside the actual HNN NPA boundary. When asked, villagers confirmed that
they rely mostly on the forests outside the NPA for their NTFPs. The main reason is that these forests
are richer in NTFPs and easier to access, compared to the HNN NPA. All these NTFP source forests
outside the HNN NPA are either village protection forests (“Pa pongkan”) or village production forests
(“Pa palit”) and will be targeted by the envisioned KfW project. It is important to preserve access for
villagers to these NTFP resources, so as to reduce pressure on the HNN NPA.
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The only NTFPs collected from within the NPA seem to be edible “boun/san” shoots, wildlife and
orchids. While the project aims to restrict the destructive harvesting of orchids and wildlife, “boun/san”
shoots are important for food security and could be managed sustainably. This requires follow-up work.

Fig 10 (from left to right): The Ban Nong Ping and Ban Nyaveth survey teams before entering the forest

Fig 11 (from left to right): Scene from the bamboo inventory in the Ban Nong Ping production forest; accessing the
mak tao forest was challenging

2.7 Draft Business Plan and Technical Training Needs Assessment
Following the resource inventory, the AFC team joined with PONRE, DONRE and LWU staff to help
members of the 3 producer groups in the two pilot villages draft business plans for the envisioned
marketing of bamboo products and to assess training needs of the group members. Specifically, the
objectives of drafting a business plan and assessing training needs are as follows:
1. To provide a framework for assessing progress and monitoring by government staff
2. To further increase trust and confidence of handicraft producers in their ability
3. To assess the technical skills needed for production according to the business plan Contributions
method process produce
4. To have a framework to assess future opportunities and threats to the marketing of handicrafts
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5. To help increase the confidence of the private sector (traders) in the ability of the producer
groups to be reliable suppliers, thus increasing potential for sustainable market linkages
Prior to implementing at village level a one-day training workshop was conducted by AFC in Bualapha to
explain the objectives of the draft business plan and to train DONRE, PONRE and LWU staff in the use of
the forms. Implementation at Village Level was conducted as follows:
28/08/13
• Travel to Ban Nong Ping and Ban Nyaveth
• Village authority opening
• The team introduced itself and the objective/importance of setting up a draft business plan
in a participatory manner
• Joint calculation of projected production volume, costs and benefit to arrive at a preliminary
cost-benefit analysis
29/08/13
• Summarize and present the outcomes of the cost benefit analysis to all group members (see
Appendix for detailed cost benefit analysis)
• Technical training needs assessment to assess existing handicraft production skills and
further skills needed to ensure production according to the draft business plan is feasible
• Closing remarks and further discussions
• Travel back to Bualapha District
30/08/13
• Debriefing on activities conducted by the 3 working teams at village level
• Conclusions on the draft business plan enterprise and training needs assessments for the
three village producer groups
• Planning for the technical training (to be held from 09/09/13 – 22/09/13 and conducted by
AFC staff in conjunction with the LWU and selected traders from Vientiane Province)
• Overall comments, suggestions and feedback from participants
The results of the draft business plan and cost benefit analysis are summarized below (for the draft
business plan forms see Appendix 5).
Producer Group members expressed interest in producing the following items:
Bamboo handicrafts products selected by producer groups for marketing

Ban Nong Ping, Group 1

Ban Nong Ping, Group 2

Ban Nyaveth Group
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Big sticky rice basket
Medium sticky rice
basket
Small sticky rice basket
Rice steaming basket
(huat)
Basket
Bag
Wall hanging mat
Alms bowl

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Small sticky rice
basket
Medium
sticky
basket
Rice
steaming
basket (huat)
Big sticky rice
basket
Bamboo purse
Alms bowl
Square baskets

•

•
•
•
•

Sticky rice baskets
(small,
medium,
large)
Rice steam basket
Basket
Rice
steaming
basket (huat)
Document folder

Each group made a rough estimate of their production capacity as follows:
Ban Nong Ping Group 1
No

Production

Price per Unit

Projected
output/year

Total Projected Revenue

1

Small sticky rice basket

10,000

900

9,000,000

2

Rice steam basket

3,000

900

2,700,000

3

Big sticky rice basket

16,000

450

7,200,000

4

Bamboo Purse

5,000

1,800

9,000,000

5

Alms bowl

15,000

450

6,750,000

6

Medium basket 4 square

15,000

900

13,500,000

7

Big basket 4 square

25,000

450

11,250,000

Medium sticky rice

12,000

900

10,800,000

6,750

70,200,000

8

Total
Ban Nong Ping Group 2
No

Production

Price per Unit

Projected
output/year

Total Projected Revenue

1

Big sticky rice basket

16,000

360

5,760,000

2

Medium sticky rice basket

12,000

360

4,320,00

3

Small sticky rice basket

10,000

360

3,600,000

4

Rice Steam Basket

3,000

360

1,080,000

5

Basket

15,000

360

5,400,000

6

Small Bag

5,000

360

1,800,000

7

Big Bag

15,000

360

5,400,000

8

Wall hanging mat/screen

15,000

360

5,400,000
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9

Alms Basket

15,000
Total

Ban Nyaveth Group
No production
1
2
3
4
5

Price/ Unit

Sticky rice basket
Rice steam basket
Basket
Cover rice steam basket
File folder

15,000 kip
5000 kip
15000 kip
3500 kip
15000kip

Total

360

5,400,000

3,240

38,160,000

Projected
Output/year
360
1800
360
7500
360
8,760

Total Projected Revenue
5,400,000
9,000,000
5,400,000
26,250,000
5,400,000
51,450,000 kip

Cost-benefit calculations were made based on this data, leading to the following estimates of projected
annual expenditure and profits:
Ban Nong Ping Group 1
1 Material Inputs
2

Running
Costs

1,980,000 kip

Variable inputs
Depreciation
Materials

7,995,000
kip/year
of

Material Inputs + Variable Inputs for 1st year =
Initial Investment
1,980,000 + 7,995,000 = 9,975,000kip

1,017,500
kip/year

3

Revenue

70,200,000
kip/year

4

Profit

Annual Revenue – (Running costs + Depreciation) = Profit
70,200,000 – (7,995,000 + 1,017,500) = 61,187,500 kip/year

According to this cost-benefit analysis the estimated annual profit for each of the 10 group members is
6,118,750 kip/year
Ban Nong Ping Group 2
1 Material Inputs

2,055,000 kip

2

Variable
inputs

1,157,000 kip/year

Depreciation
of Materials

1,401,000 kip/year

Running
Costs

Material Inputs + Variable Inputs for 1st year =
Initial Investment
2,055,000 + 11,748,000 = 13,803,000 kip

3

Revenue

38,160,000 kip/year

4

Profit

Annual Revenue – Running Costs = Profit
38,160,000 – (1,157,000 + 1,401,000) = 35,602,000 kip/year

According to this cost-benefit analysis the estimated average annual profit for each of the 10 group
members is 3,560,200 kip/year
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Ban Nyaveth Group
1 Material Inputs
2

Running
Costs

3,920,000 kip

Variable
inputs

1,410,000
kip/year

Depreciation
of Materials

1,890,000
kip/year

Material Inputs + Variable Inputs for 1st year =
Initial Investment
3,920,000 + 7,800,000 = 11,720,000 kip

3

Revenue

51,450,000
kip/year

4

Profit

Annual Revenue – (Running costs + Depreciation) = Profit
51,450,000 – (1,410,000 + 1,890,000) = 48,150,000 kip/year

According to this cost-benefit analysis the estimated average annual profit for each of the 20 group
member is 2,407,500 kip/year
General Observations
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Participants acquired the skills to make a cost-benefit analysis
The team learned how to conduct a training needs assessment
During the work in Ban Nong Ping, another unit (ecotourism) of the Hin Nam No project was
working at the same time in the village; this created unnecessary confusion and conflicting
commitments for the villagers. In future, the various units of HNN NPA management should
better coordinate their activities to avoid overlaps or working in the same target community at
the same time
Team members’ roles and responsibilities were well distributed and managed
Villages Authorities managed the conflicting works of the two project units well
Several villagers that are not yet producer group members joined the meetings as observers and
expressed interest in also joining the groups
Some group members in both villages arrived late to the meetings
Some group members did not have the courage to express opinions and/or ask questions
There was a two month delay between the study tour and the drafting of the business plan so
many of the members who had participated in the study tour did not recall details properly, so
they could not make good estimates of outputs, costs and prices. In future, it may perhaps be
more beneficial to do production output estimates and the resulting cost-benefit analyses
should be done immediately after the technical training, allowing producers to base their
estimates of output more on actual experience.
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Fig 12 (from left to right): AFC head Mr. Souvanhpheng Phommasane explains the business plan drafting forms to
the team; producer group members during the business plan drafting workshop in Ban Nyaveth

Fig 13: Scenes from the participatory business plan drafting workshop in Ban Nong Ping
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3 Conclusion
3.1 Lessons Learned in Terms of Capacity Building
The pilot activities initiated in late May 2013 have been implemented at a comparatively rapid pace.
Usually, AFC consultants note that the steps conducted between May and September and outlined in
this report are conducted over a period of one year or more. Thus, it is certainly a positive that
implementation has proceeded so smoothly and looks rather promising overall. The cooperation
between AFC consultants, project staff and the various government agencies involved (DONRE, PONRE,
LWU, DAFO) was very good throughout; the transfer of knowledge, skills and responsibilities to technical
staff at district and provincial level was a key objective from the outset, and may be said to have been
conducted successfully. In particular, government staffs have gathered experience and skills in the
following areas:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Rapid Rural Appraisal: Implementation and Evaluation
Market Research and Value Chain Analysis: Design, Implementation and Evaluation
Participatory Village-Level Producer Group Formation
Study Tour: Implementation and Evaluation
Participatory NTFP Resource Inventory: Design, Preparation, Implementation and Evaluation
(including detailed technical knowhow and skills with regards to transect design, GPS and data
evaluation)
Participatory Business Plan Development

The AFC team has conducted an analysis of key strengths and weakness, as well as lessons learned for all
involved stakeholders.
Strengths
-

-

-

-

-

Villagers in the two pilot communities
were
engaged
and
interested
throughout
pilot
implementation.
Overall, group members are very
appreciative of the assistance they have
received from the project
Village
authorities
have
been
instrumental
in
facilitating
implementation and have shown good
leadership
Coordination and support by provincial
and district level authorities has been
good
PONRE, DONRE and the LWU have
benefitted greatly from the capacity
building measures taken by AFC and are
increasingly taking a leading role in
planning and implementing activities
The LWU is stepping up to provide

Weaknesses
-

-

The fact that pilot implementation was
conducted in the rainy season caused many
difficulties, particularly regarding access to
the pilot communities and to the village
production forests. Rainy season access will
also be a factor potentially inhibiting
marketing in the pilot communities
Lack of electricity at village level also
complicated matters
Lack of food security, coupled with a strong
subsistence mentality in the two communities
lead to a lack of villagers’ confidence about
being able to engage in market-oriented
production. Although the activities conducted
thus far (esp. the study tour) have done much
to alleviate these fears, it remains to be seen
how producers in the two communities will
manage the ‘paradigm shift’ and how they
will reconcile market-oriented production
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monitoring and support for the
producer groups in the two pilot
communities, esp. with regard to
financial management and gender
equality

-

with the basic task of ensuring food security
Overall, there is a need for the various units
of the HNN NPA management to better
coordinate activities, both to avoid overlaps
and to create synergies (e.g. between NTFP
marketing and ecotourism, or between
sustainable
management
and
law
enforcement)

Villagers
Villagers have gained a better understanding and appreciation of the economic value and importance of
sustainably managing natural resources. Producer group members are beginning to understand that
sound resource management coupled with market linkages can contribute towards improving living
standards in their family and community.
Producer group members have begun to grasp the dynamics of market-oriented production. While is
remains to be seen how many of them will become successful market-oriented handicraft producer in
the long term, there is no doubt that an appreciation has developed with regards to what it takes to
engage and benefit from integrating into the wider market
Producer group members have gained and/or further developed a set of very practical skills, such as
considering basic cost-benefit scenarios, conducting a resource inventory. Also, the experiences that
they gained during the study tour made a great impression on participants, and have visibly improved
confidence in their dealings with outsides such as traders and project staff.
Government Staff
From the outset, building the capacity and leadership of local authorities has been a central pillar of
AFCs’ engagement in Hin Nam No. Government staffs were engaged and increasingly took the lead in
the design, implementation and evaluation of all steps outlined in this report. Agencies such as DONRE
and the LWU have been given ownership and are developing a stronger sense of duty and responsibility
with regards to the further management of the pilot activities. They have increasingly contributed their
own ideas and seem generally willing and able to step up to help ensure the sustainability of the
initiated processes.
Government staffs have further developed their understanding with regards to the importance of
participatory methods in engaging communities in the sustainable management and marketing of
resources. This is an invaluable asset and attitude that is absolutely crucial for fulfilling the overall task
of involving local communities in the co-management of the HNN NPA.
Several important practical skills were acquired during the course of implementation, which were of
different value to different agencies involved. The LWU benefitted greatly from active participation in
group formation, study tour and drafting of the business plans. It is hoped that these lessons learned
will allow the LWU to further strengthening its ‘traditional’ role in the management of village-based
producer and/or microfinance groups. DAFO benefitted especially from participation in the NTFP
resource inventory. There was great interest from the heads of DAFO with regards to the technicalities
involved. In general, the joint implementation involving PONRE/DONRE with DAFO and the LWU may
provide a ‘best practice’ reference for cross-sector government agency cooperation with regards to
rural development, environmental issues and resource management.
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AFC/project staff
AFC staffs have gained further experiences in working with government agencies and donorfunded projects to achieve participatory development at village-level. In particular linking sustainable
resource management and income generation under the overall umbrella of ‘co-management’ has
allowed AFC to further develop and fine-tune its participatory approach to rural development. This has
been especially beneficial for the junior technical staff working with AFC. At the same time, AFC feels
that more time and resources are needed to build the capacity of local government agencies, to ensure
sustainability and up-scaling of the initiated pilot activities. Also, the need to place more emphasis on
taking market-driven approach from the outset has again been affirmed.

3.2 Lessons learned on the income raising potential from NTFPs
The average amount of income per household projected in the business plans varies from 2.4 to 6.1
million kip (average is 3.62 million kip per year), see summary table below.

Table 7: Summary Projected Income and Expenses of three Bamboo Producer Groups in Nong
Ping and Nyaveth villages
Group

No HH

Projections Per HH
Inputs
Profit

Annual
HH Income

Profit as %
of HH Income

Nong Ping 1

10

7,020,000

6,118,750

7,439,403

82%

Nong Ping 2

10

3,816,000

3,560,200

7,439,403

48%

Nyaveth

20

2,572,500

2,407,500

10,221,865

24%

Total
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3,995,250

3,623,488

9,173,401

39%

Compared to average annual household cash income, the expected or projected income from
handicrafts varies from 24-82% (source: Project Database, 2011).It would seem that some groups have
put rather ambitious goals for themselves. It remains to be seen how much of these projected goals will
be met by the groups when they start implementing. Yet these optimistic projections seem to illustrate
a good potential for raising household income from NTFPs.

3.3 Lessons learned on the potential of NTFPs as a vehicle for comanagement
There seems to be a good potential for raising income from improved NTFP management and
marketing. However all the NTFPs with a potential for income raising were found to be collected in
forests surrounding the Hin Nam No NPA, not from inside the NPA itself. This may have implications for
the future support to NTFP activities for the project. NTFP management and marketing may in future
become a key priority for financial assistance from the new KfW-funded project, envisaged to start in
2014. How roles and responsibilities for the implementation of such activities are to be divided between
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government agencies (esp. PONRE and PAFO) and between GIZ and KfW remains to be discussed in
detail. For the time being the GIZ project should continue to identify the potential for NTFP
development in all of its target villages, so as to develop good models that could be scaled up by
government authorities with the financial support of the KfW Project. The GIZ project should also look
more into the role of NTFPs for food security.

3.4 Next Steps
The AFC team recommends that the HNN project and relevant government authorities
(especially DONRE and the LWU) continue to support the pilot activities initiated and work towards
replicating the integration of sustainable NTFP management with enhanced income generation and food
security in other HNN target communities. In particular, AFC recommends the following activities be
implemented:
1. A detailed village-level technical skills training will be held for all three producer groups from
September 9th – 22nd2013. The aim will be on developing group members’ skills to producing the
products identified during the business plan drafting, with focus on the demands of marketoriented production (e.g. standardization, quality control). This training will be facilitated by AFC
and the LWU and will be given by AFC-affiliated bamboo handicraft traders from Vientiane
Province. The traders have confirmed their willingness to buy any suitable products made during
the training, thus providing producer group members with potentially their first direct income
from handicraft production.
2. The annual Handicraft Festival at Lao ITECC in Vientiane will be held from the 28th of October to
the 3rd of November. This event will provide an opportunity for producer group representatives
to gain further understanding of the Lao handicraft market as well as to promote their products
and the project. Connections to the larger handicraft market may be secured here and could be
beneficial to producers in the future.
3. Organize a multi-sector stakeholder workshop at provincial level (ideally in November 2013).
The aim is to create mutual understanding and consensus between the private sector (e.g.
bamboo handicraft traders as identified during the market survey and local retailers in
Bualapha) and producers and government agencies including the Bualapha branch of Nayobay
Bank (which may provide access tocapital for the producer groups). Ideallyfirmmarket linkages
for all three producer group members should be established and confirmed in an MOU and/or
contract between traders and the producer groups.
4. There is a need to further develop the capacity of DONRE, PONRE and the LWUwith regards to
conducting Participatory Rural Appraisals (PRAs) and socio-economic baseline surveys. These
skills will be needed in order to upscale support for NTFP resource management and marketing
for other target villages and products. Following the envisioned trainings, PRAs and socioeconomic baseline surveys should be conducted in selected additional target communities
according to PONRE and project objectives.
5. Based on the results of the envisioned PRAs, additional NTFPs with potential for enhancing food
security and marketing should be shortlisted for sustainable management in selected
communities. It is important that local authorities take a leading role here.
6. Continue and improve further technical training, monitoring and product development for the
two pilot communities of Ban Nyaveth and Ban Nong Ping. Ideally, technical skills training and
product development should be conducted4 times per year for the next 2-3 years, with the
objective of having a set of at least 12 innovative bamboo handicrafts ready for marketing. AFC
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7.

8.
9.
10.

11.

can facilitate technical staff for these trainings as well as for participatory product design and
development.
Develop a market information and promotion system (e.g. product profiles, case studies
catalogues, create trader network) to begin building a profile/’branding’ for produce from the
Hin Nam No region (emphasizing linkages between the handicrafts and sustainable resource
management may help to secure interest from international fair-trade entities in the mediumterm future)
Natural resource governance capacity building for DONRE, PONRE and DAFO staff to ensure
that sustainable management and harvesting of NTFPs is monitored and enforced (e.g. by
conducting annual resource inventories and adjusting business plans accordingly).
Project Management Training for DONRE and PONRE to improve overall skills in the
management and monitoring of income generation activities
Gender Mainstreaming tools should be deployed in order to ensure gender balance in terms of
benefit sharing, equity etc. AFC research has shown that economic deprivation is related to
gender-sensitive issues such as domestic violence; the impact of income generation on gender
relations for producer group members should be observed, documented and - if necessary –
interventions such as awareness raising should be conducted.
Microfinance initiatives in support of the 3 pilot producer groups and (in the medium term)
others should be assessed and if feasible integrated into the approach (e.g. through the
involvement of Nayobay Bank and/or the envisioned KfW financial cooperation module. AFC has
experience with village-level micro-finance schemes and strongly recommends that such
initiatives focus on the female members of producer groups.
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4 Appendices
4.1 List of Ban Nyaveth Producer Group Members
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Name

Education

Bamboo Weaving
Experience

Mr. Bpingeo (Group
Leader)
Mr. Lang (Deputy)
Ms. Saysamone (Deputy)
Mr. Kambeng
Mr. Kam
Mr. Viang
Mr. Gadtue
Mrs. Nyong
Mrs. Lerng
Mrs. Maad
Mrs. Sa
Mr. Gah
Mr. Gada
Mr. Khoun
Mr. Toob
Mr. Lee
Mr. Mai
Mr. Kiangkam
Mr. Champa
Mr. Saleumpun

Secondary school

Minor

High school
High school
Secondary School
High School
High school
High school
0
0
0
0
0
High school
High school
0
0
0
N/A
N/A
N/A

Minor
Yes
Minor
No
Minor
No
No
Minor
No
Minor
Yes
Yes
Minor
Yes
Yes
No
N/A
N/A
N/A

Contact
030 9147761

020 99402228

4.2 List of Ban Nong Ping Producer Group 1 members
Name

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Mr. God (Group Leader)
Mrs. Dta (Deputy)
Mr. Dtuan (Deputy)
Mr. Buala
Mr. Wan
Mr. Sinyon
Mrs. Gong
Mr. Ngii
Mrs. Man
Mrs.Geoudon

Education

Year 5
0
Year 3
Year 3
0
Year 5
0
0
Year 5
0

Bamboo
Weaving
Experience
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No

Contact
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4.3 List 0f Ban Nong Ping Producer Group 2 members
Name

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Mrs. Bunsuan (Group Leader)
Mrs. Nuandee (Deputy)
Mr. Gong (Deputy)
Mr. Hongkham
Mr. Aekam
Mr. Bunsee
Mr. Kamfong
Mrs. Nyon
Mrs. Nun
Mrs. Sii

Education

Year 3
Year 5
Year 2
Year 5
Year 5
0
Year 2
Year 5
0
0

Bamboo
Weaving
Experience
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Contact

020 97909468

4.4 List of Study Tour Participants
1. Mrs. Bunsuan (Head Of Ban Nong Ping Producer Group 1)
2. Mr. God (Head Of Ban Nong Ping Producer Group 2)
3. Mrs. Nuandee (Deputy Head of Ban Nong Ping Producer Group 2)
4. Mr. Bingkeo (Head of Ban Nyaveth Producer Group)
5. Ms. Saysamone (Deputy Head of Ban Nyaveth Producer Group)
6. Mr. Hongkham (Ban Nong Ping Village Chief)
7. Mr. Tannusone (Bualapha DONRE)
8. Mr. SipanomKeovankham (Bualapha DONRE)
9. Mr. Huankham (Bualapha DONRE)
10. Mrs. Onsee (Bualapha LWU)
11. Mrs. Kunma (Bualapha LWU)
12. Mr. MaekThiamanivong (Khammouane PONRE)
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4.5 Market Survey Questionnaire
Section 1: Contact Details
Name

Village

Position

District

Company

Phone

You are:

Wholesaler:

☐

Retailer:

Both:

☐

☐

Section 2: Selling
A. Retail Selling to general customers
Product 1

Price:

Kip

Product 2

Price:

Kip

Product 3

Price:

Kip

Product 4

Price:

Kip

B. Wholesalers/Middleman
Product 1:
Name

Product 2:
Phone

Location

Name

Phone

Location

C: Competitors
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Product 1:

Product 2:

Name

Phone

Location

Name

Phone

Location

D: Trends
Product 1:
Year

Product 2:
Tons sold

Price /ton

Tons
sold

Year

2013

2013

2012

2012

2011

2011

2010

2010

2009

2009

Price (kip/ton)

How do you explain the trend? Why are quantities/prices going up or down?

E: Quality Requirements
What are the quality requirements from your buyers? How do they affect price?
Product 1:

Product 2:
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Section 3: Buying
A: buying history
How long have you been doing this business?

years

B: Where do you buy from?
Product 1:
Village/District

Product 2:
Quantity
(tons)

Village/District

Quantity
(tons)

What is the minimum amount you need to agree to buy from a village location? Why?
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C: Trends in supply and demand
How has supply changed over the past 5 years? If changed, what are the reasons?

Comparing to the supply changes above, what are the changes in demand?

Is there enough supply? How much more could you sell if supply was unlimited?

D:
Processing
Product 1:

How do you process the products? What are the steps?What value does it add?
Product 2:

step 1
step 2
step 3
step 4
step 5
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Section 4: Risks, costs and benefits
A: Costs of trading and processing
Product 1:
Cost type

Product 2:
cost (kip/ton)

%

Cost type

Buying

Buying

Transport

Transport

Processing

Processing

Packaging

Packaging

Fees/Taxes

Fees/Taxes

Others

Others

Total

Total

cost (kip/ton)

%

B: Risks
What are the main risks for you as a trader?

What are the seasons or months that you cannot get supplies?
Product 1

From

to

Because:

Product 2

From

to

Because:

From

to

Because:

Producte
3
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Section 5: Future Outlook
A: Main issues
What are the main bottlenecks that stop us from developing the trade?
issue

rank

why?

B: Knowledge and Technology transfer
How is information shared/exchanged
with producers and buyers?
Who decides on prices/volumes?

Who are the consumers?
What do they require (preference, form)?
What information do you need?

How could it best be provided?
Who should provide?

C: How could village producers improve their income from NTFPs?
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D: Any other remarks?
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4.6 Form used for Participatory Drafting of Business Plans
BSP – AFC
Business Plan

Facilitator :

Date Prepared:

Enterprise name:

Name of Representative:

Address:

Box 1

Description of the Products

Box 2

Characteristics of the market
Similar products/competition

Box 3

Competitors
selling price

Target market

Distribution
strategy

Required
permits

Description of the enterprise (goals) and organization structure
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Box 4

Required infrastructure and human resources

Required personel

Box 5
Total production (kg)

Box 6

function

time needed

experience
needed

Head of group

All time

General

Deputy 1

All time

Marketing

Deputy 2

All time

Production

Collection
period

Production risks

Rate/kg

Quantity

salary

Volunteer

Production system
Period

Risk prevention

Sales targets (1
year)
Product

Total
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Total:

Box 7

-

Risks and strategies to reduce risks
Risk

Risk prevention

Caculation of handicraft shop
No.

Description

Cost

Code*

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
Total

Box 8

-

Fixed assets (1 year)
Item

Rate (Unit)

Qty (Unit)

Total

Code*

Total

-

*1: own contribution of entrepreneurs, 2: grant or loan

Contributions
Code*
Contribution of entrepreneurs:
Loan:
Grant
Total:

-
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Depreciation see No.
8

Box 9
No.

Item

Total item cost

Life span (yrs)

Depreciation /unit/year

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Total

Box 10

Variable costs (1
year)

Item

Rate

Qty

Total

Code*

-

2

-

2

-

2

-

2

-

2

-

2

Total:

-

*1: own contribution of entrepreneurs, 2: grant or loan
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Contributions
Code*
Contribution of entrepreneurs:
Grant or loan:

-

Total:
Box 11

-

Fixed costs (1 year)
Item

Rate

Qty

Total

Code*

0
0
Total

0

*1: own contribution of entrepreneurs, 2: grant or loan

Contributions
Code*
Contribution of entrepreneurs:
Grant or loan:
Total:

Box 12

Total capital needs (1 year)

a) Fixed Assets
> Fixed assets - See No:

Box 8
Total 12a

b) Working capital
Time period:

1 year

Variable costs - See No:

Box 10

Fixed costs – See No:

Box 11

Total working capital:

Total 12b
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c) Total working capital (12a + 12b):

-

(Total of fixed assets (a) and working capital (b) )

Box 13

Sources of capital

> Own investment (own contributions)
see No. 8
see No. 10
see No. 11

0

Total

-

> Members investment (see total above
and description below)

-

> Loan

-

> Other loan

0

Collection from own household
Total Grant

-

Total (should match No. 12 (c)

-

> Description of members investment
Description

Amount

Number of
members

Total

Member fee
Total

Box 14

Monthly interest charge (%)
:

-

Interest

Annual interest
_____________
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12 months

6%
_________________
12

:

0.0050

%

Interest expense:

Monthly interest charge (%)/100

Number of
months loan is
needed

X

0.0050

X

12

Total loan amount

0

: Interest
expense

-

Repayment schedule
Description

Total in one year

Second
payment

First payment

Last
payment

Payment on principal
Interest
Balance

Box 15

Profit (or loss) 1
year

a) Income:
Total income from sales - See No:

6

Depreciation - See No:

9

Variable costs - See No:

10

Fixed costs - See No:

11

Interest - See No:

14

b) expenses:
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Total Expense

-

c) Profit or loss (a - b):
Income (a)

less

-

less

Total expenses (b)

-

:

-

d) Net Profit:
Profit (See 16 c)

-

Less

Taxes or other fees

Less

:

Box 16

-

Return on investment (ROI)
ROI (%):

Profit including labour (15c)
__________________

x 100

Total investment (No. 12)

ROI (%):

__________________

x 100

-
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